
From: Gary S Gevisser 
Sent: Saturday, December 01, 2007 10:40 AM PT 
To: Marcia "Hitler's Gold" Kramer - Political / Investigative Correspondent And Host 
- WCBS-TV  
Cc: rest; Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli Embassy 
Washington DC.; Mossad; John Loftus Esq. - Not Disgraced Enough Justice 
Department Nazi prosecutor; NO LONGER PRACTICING, thank G-d, Dr. John BIG 
BEN Stewart MD of Sharp Memorial Hospital - aka The Sperm Donor aka The It; 
Lois Tucker - Married to Ed Tucker accused by both his adopted son and grandson, 
Adam L. Tucker of sexual molestation; United States Justice Department; 
President@whitehouse.gov 
Subject: CONDITIONING-israel the new enemy-the myspace was just Marie 
having fun. 
 
That’s to tell you about conditioning when the two sons rally to support their 
mother who married a pedophile.  
 
How very sick, especially when the one son just days ago declared loud and clear 
that he had been molested by their mother’s poor choice for a husband. 
 
Now if you make out like you don’t know or care to know what I am talking about 
click HERE to see part of the “back and forth” between my one American 
programmer-apprentice Adam L. Tucker and his father Mike Tucker and Mike’s 
mother Lois Tucker. 
 
BTW with my very “on-top-of-things” French-Canadian wife, Marie Dion Gevisser 
listening very carefully as she “pulls herself together” effortlessly in the bathroom 
of our awesome art and loved filled studio cliff house in Del Mar, California the 
white capped Pacific Ocean cleaning up at Light-G-d-speed all the rubbish drained 
into it from yesterday as well as today’s downpour, I read every word to MDG’s one 
son, JoNathan whose sperm was provided by The IT, of what Mike Tucker wrote his 
son Adam and Adam’s “bare knuckle” response, JoNathan understanding every 
word and only asking the age of Adam’s 3 younger half siblings. 
 
Tomorrow I will be broadcasting my last heavily broadcasted email communication 
to President George W. Bush that I am quite certain you will find interesting and if 
not then still feel free to forward it to everyone on your email list. 
 
Today, you may recall, is the 35th anniversary of David Ben Gurion’s passing, some 
13 months to the day after I met on November 1st, 1972 with this first Prime 
Minister of Israel who had the Mossad reporting directly to him, beginning in 
December 1949, within 12 months of my very Anglicized raised and non-Jewish 
looking Jewish mother first beginning, while still age 19, to visit Israel, where my 
paternal grandfather, Israel Issy Gevisser owned priceless property in Haifa harbor, 
“two and three times a year writing reports for different publications”. 
 
The Mossad will of course receive, as usual, an advance copy. Let me know if you 
would like be copied. 



 
Ps – Below is an edited version of what I sent you last evening, edits/additions in 
green. 
 
[Word count 363] 
__________________________________ 
From: Gary S Gevisser 
Sent: Friday, November 30, 2007 6:31 PM PT 
To: Marcia "Hitler's Gold" Kramer - Political / Investigative Correspondent And Host 
- WCBS-TV  
Cc: rest; artbell-coast; Professor Rabbi Abner Weiss; Professor Rabbi Dennis 
Prager - TV-Radio Talk Show Host; John Dau - A Leader of the Lost Boys of the 
Sudan; US Marine Captain Brian Steidle - The Devil Came On Horseback; Andes 
Abril - US Holocaust Memorial Museum Mid-Atlantic Regional Director; Miriam Ross 
- Survival International; Prof. Evelyn B. Higginbotham, Chair Harvard University 
Department of African & African American Studies ; Sarah Sim - Prince News, 
Princeton University; Joyce Kwan - nuzeds@tt.mit.edu; Oprah; 
oreilly@foxnews.com; Sternshow@howardstern.com; Rush Limbaugh; Author-
Journalist Mark Gevisser - son of David Gevisser, executor of American Charles 
Engelhard's estate; Tony Leon MP - Leader of the Democratic Alliance - Republic of 
South Africa; Nicholas Oppenheimer - DeBeers-Anglo American Cartel [DAAC]; 
Edward Jay Epstein - Author of The Diamond Invention; Stephen Cohen - Codiam 
Inc.; Sherri Hendricks - Rapaport Report; editors@jpost.com; 
editor@shanghaidaily.com; South African Consulate General; South China Morning 
Post; President Rosenberg of the Screen Actors Guild; Drew Faust - President of 
Harvard University; Richard C. Levin, President Yale University; Office of the Israeli 
Defense Department Attache - Israeli Embassy Washington DC.; Mossad; 
President@whitehouse.gov 
Subject: ISRAEL THE NEW ENEMY-the myspace was just Marie having fun. 
 
Marcia – When taking a break tracking South Africa’s gold stolen by the 3 Branches 
of the United States Government for some 45 odd years beginning in 1948 within a 
month of the Israel being granted Statehood, just visit your local favorite 
restaurant or bar, and even if all alone, whether or not you are trying to pick up the 
waiter-bartender, ask what they think about the fact that you don’t have a TV 
hookup and then watch their jaw drop even further when you tell them you rent; of 
course the drop increasingly less so amongst the younger, more aware, none Trust 
Fund-entitlement crowd. 
 
Then tell them why you agree with me that your colleague Dave Stout who “out of 
nowhere” wrote an article making out like Israel as well as China is the “new 
enemy”. 
 
Then tell me what you think of Israel’s intelligence institute along with the Mossad 
with the most brutally effective assassination unit now telling me for the 3rd time 
this week that they have failed to receive all of my emails in response to their 
request for me to tell them “clearly” what I want from them apart from me wanting 
them to comment on their own very easy to understand Intelligence Report that Al 



Quaida-Saudi Arabia confirmed just when the Mossad-Israeli Military Intelligence 
first began to let me know with their “deafening silence” that, I was “on the right 
track”. 
 
Again, below is what I sent Keren over at the Office of the Israeli Department of 
Defense Attache at the Israeli Embassy in Washington, DC., a week ago today. 
 

Immediately following the 2008 Beijing Olympic Games, Al Quaida who serves the best 

interests of certain US banking interests with direct ties to the House of Saud, will launch a 

series of attacks on the oil fields of Qatar, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia that in the next instant 

will paralyze the U.S. economy; much like this very smart, not so top secret Israeli Military 

Intelligence report is designed to do, and at the same time explaining why precisely Al 

Quaida has not attacked the oil fields of Qatar, Kuwait, and Saudi Arabia, so biting the 

hand that feeds Al Quaida. 
 
Could I count on you to post this up on message boards throughout the internet 
while of course adding in your comments that should cover why you think President 
Bush shouldn’t immediately suspend the trading of shares in public corporations, 
thereby protecting the innocent and naïve. 
 
Could I also count on you to explain to all your readers why it is that former US 
Marine Captain Brian Steidle who was so eager to hear my explanation on why Al 
Quaida hadn’t yet bitten the hand that feeds them, continues to be “deafeningly 
silent” as he perpetuates US American’s genocides until such time as there is no 
one left to survive. 
 
[Word count 475] 
 
_____________________________________ 

From: Gary S Gevisser 
Sent: Friday, November 30, 2007 12:42 PM PT 
To: Adam L. Tucker - Just3ants.com 
Cc: rest; Dr. John K. Pollard - JKPJKP@alum.mit.edu; John Loftus Esq. - Not 
Disgraced Enough Justice Department Nazi prosecutor; Devin Standard; Ron 
Bellows Senior - Risk Management specialist - AIG; JRK@class-action-law.com 
Subject: the myspace was just Marie having fun. 
 
Send me the John Loftus file you backed up.  
 
I also need to get those next-trial word documents transferred to this computer as 
well as FrontPage to upload on to the homepage of www.just3ants.com. 
  
Let me know of anyone to convert the record of my mother talking about THE 
IMPORTANCE OF [men] BEING A WOMAN so that at least women with low 
testosterone can listen to it free on just3ants. 



 

 



 
Remember not only the answer to my Royal Mater-Mother’s question, “Who do you 
want to be in business with, an honest fool or clever crook?”.  
 

“Neither a money launderer or borrower be he” [sic]! – Shakespeare 
 
Remember as well, Conventional Wisdom, which is mostly wrong, “You are a 
nothing if you can’t make money!” 
 
You know you are in deep dudu when you wake up each morning and you can’t give 
a dam about why it is that those in dilapidated churches somehow always find the 
money to get a brand spanking new church that affords the poor and downtrodden 
masses the opportunity to “hobnob” with the filthy rich who buy off so easily the 
clergy who afford them the best seats in the brand spanking new church-
synagogue-mosque-Buddhist temple-university-college to then look down on those 
so very brainwashed without a pot to pee in, just happy to afford a penny there, a 
shilling here, a sheckle, a franc, a euro blah blah to contribute toward the “upkeep” 
as the filthy rich have so much fun with the poor increasingly suffering from 
“Poverty of Thought” and along with their cheap alcohol addictions are increasingly 
incapable of noticing how much more they grovel versus when just out in open 
space and feeling God’s presence who reminds them constantly that the best things 
in life, beginning with one’s health, are free unless of course you buy in to the 
corrupt interpretations of the bought and paid for clergy who keep forgetting this 



connection with Jesus Christ who, more likely than not, was in pretty good physical 
shape as well. 
  
I am, for good reason, increasingly intolerant of the stupidity of those who “know 
better” but who use the Knowledge-Information-Light to mostly make “light 
conversation” all geared to get laid, once of course their basics needs are secured 
in what they believe to be a “safe haven”; and of course as logic would dictate 
thinking themselves so very smart to have outsmarted God, albeit think it smart to 
“moc” [sic] God who of course couldn’t give a fuck about how the so self-righteous 
go about spelling. 
 
“$ hit” [sic] doesn’t just happen! 
 
While you continue to work on your “CLEAR, SHORT” one-liners, and how can we 
forget your latest 22-year old beauty from Slovakia, I assume you haven’t forgotten 
about Mr. Jeffrey R. Krinsk Esq. who like me wouldn’t fall in to the category of 
“potted plant”, eagerly awaiting you finding for him a plaintiff, and why not your 
soon-to-be X wife as well as your grandmother Lois Tucker? 
 
Invite Mr. JRK out for lunch where, at a minimum, you will learn the fine art of 
picking up the not “easily impressed” as well as derive great satisfaction when 
choosing ever so carefully to avoid at all cost those “easily impressed” who have 
this habit of choosing to surround themselves with negative attention seeking 
people who you would know by now how to so easily “spotlight” on the “$ hit List” 
[sic] on the homepage of just3ants.com 
 
Don’t forget what I told you at dinner the other evening over at Il Fornio that Devin 
Standard is very possibly the best non-Israeli friend I have ever had, showing his 
“true colors” when joining my wife Marie and me in court back on October 24th 2002 
where he got to see, the so very old, growl looking, THE IT, squirm. 
 
Not to mention Dr. John BIG Ben Stewart MD, for good reason failed to line up a 
single supporter in the courtroom, including his cow Dawn with those knock-knees 
so battling to support all the fat congregated in her butt and very lower abdomen, 
which didn’t prevent the evil incarnate from continuing to “posture”. 
 
Moreover, African-American Devin Standard in deciding to work for a “gun running” 
operation like Smith and Wesson is also the most intellectually honest non-Israeli I 
have ever known given how of course he is going to be able to look all 3 of his most 
beautiful children in the eyes and tell them that when you are raised in the “belly of 
the beast” you have to choose very carefully where to position oneself when 
surrounded by so much shit who think they can wipe away their poor judgment 
from the day and night before by just popping in the shower after taking their shit 
and so long as they can every so often, best yet when watching a so contrived 
movie like Cry the Beloved Country shed a tear or two before then blasting out the 
door with their wallet-purse full of cash and gold. 
 



Devin Standard is not in the best physical shape of his life, not even close, but still 
he would be counted on more than anyone else I know, again apart from Israelis I 
have known a lifetime, to risk everything including the lives of his most precious 
children, again raised in the belly of the beast, a choice neither they nor Devin had 
a say in. 
 
Once armed with the knowledge of what is wrong and the decision you take is not 
simply to ignore but to twist the truth in such a way that makes it look like I am 
somehow “in the wrong” then I can only wish such individuals “well” as each day 
they have to look themselves in the mirror unless of course opting out altogether 
when they will notice along with the aging process their skull and bones 
increasingly protruding which might explain the obesity factor; certainly more so 
than anything I have encountered todate. 
 
I not only count my blessings but I also know perfectly well that I am not in the 
least bit stupid and are very possibly more capable than anyone I have met to 
anticipate rather well what lies ahead. 
 
The fact that I am alive, fit and well, just a slight head cold that has me slowing 
down ever so slightly, should be ample evidence that it is more than “luck” given 
each and every corruption I confront, from the smallest minor parking ticket 
infraction to having taken on DeBeers who while of course still laughing their heads 
off knowing perfectly well that I am right about how good they are in getting the 
“light headed” to engage in the most boring dinner conversations, nothing more 
than “4play” [sic], they are laughing increasingly less so. 
 
Which reminds me I have yet to see on just3ants.com Headlines News of all the 
back and forth between myself and Codiam Inc. following my decision to break a 
24-year silence on November 11th, 2004, not long after my last conversation with 
my mother who just prior to ending the phone call when asking, “Are you not 
concerned for your life?”, let me know that Nicholas Oppenheimer’s one kid decided 
to become a “frum”-orthodox Jewish person as if that was “sumthing” [sic] 
impressive. 
 
Ron Bellows of AIG, along with Dr. John K. Pollard Jr. also rank up there amongst 
those Gentiles who have been “sideswiped” by the DeBeers controlled United States 
of America “beast”. 
 
As you know I have begun a “dialogue” with yet another reporter-writer for the 
New York Times. This time I believe there is a greater chance than before I might 
be able to get him to “come on board”. 
 
Time to fly. 



 
Gg 

 
[Word count 1284] 
 

________________________________________ 

From: Adam L Tucker 
Sent: Saturday, November 24, 2007 7:13 PM 
To: 'Gary S Gevisser 
Subject: RE: MOTHS TO THE FLAME-we are waiting to hear this one below for the first time 
 

We talked about immigrants being attracted to the bright lights fancy cars like moths to a flame. 
 
I’ll hold off on the myspace account, but should marie want a blog on just3ants, let me know. 
 

 
From: Gary S Gevisser  
Sent: Saturday, November 24, 2007 5:43 PM 
To: 'Adam L Tucker' 
Cc: Devin Standard 
Subject: MOTHS TO THE FLAME-we are waiting to hear this one below for the first time 
 

mdgart@sellnext.com 

 



Marie telling me, “why are you asking? I haven’t given my permission. I don’t see the purpose yet. I 

don’t think much of myspace.” 

 

Marie about to use her mother’s silver cake cutter to cut a piece of mango pie for Merna says, “I 

thought that almost 50 was enough. Why need more specification than that.  Torture.  I’m Aquarius.” 

 

Her birthday is one day before St. Valentines. 

 

Now MDG is saying, “You bought chips. You are so bad.” 

 

She says, “I am already on MySpace? What dialogue?” in response to “I am just trying to get a dialogue 

going!” 

 

“You are ruining my,,, you are typing too much. The purpose was not to get a secretary to be on my 

space. You are already compromising my thing. I just found money on the floor. I have to bend down. I 

just found a $100. Thank you. I thought it was worth more than that. O Gary, get off,,, I just found 

moths. They are mating all over the place. Oof they are mating!” 

 

Adam, didn’t you and I discuss yesterday about my strategy of those seeking negative attention 

attracted to footsak.com, nextraterrestrial.com, just3ants.com etc etc like moths to the flame? 

____________________________________- 

From: Adam L Tucker 
Sent: Saturday, November 24, 2007 3:34 PM 
To: 'Gary S Gevisser' 
Subject: RE: We are waiting to hear this one below for the first time 
 

What is Marie’s birthday and what email would she like registered on Myspace? 
 

 
From: Gary S Gevisser 
Sent: Saturday, November 24, 2007 3:07 PM 
To: 'Adam L Tucker' 
Subject: RE: We are waiting to hear this one below for the first time 
 

Marie saying, “Just tell him we need to hit the younger crowd”. 

 

 
 

Previous email may have had a problem with the size of the photo above. 

___________________________________ 



From: Adam L Tucker 
Sent: Saturday, November 24, 2007 2:01 PM 
To: 'Gary S Gevisser' 
Subject: RE: We are waiting to hear this one below for the first time 
 

Im uploading a bunch of new songs that I think are more of what you are talking about ☺ 
 

 
From: Gary S Gevisser 
Sent: Saturday, November 24, 2007 1:10 PM 
To: Adam Tucker - only son of divorced Mike and Merle Tucker 
Subject: We are waiting to hear this one below for the first time 
 

http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=5739696186278210080&q=jacket+full+of+danger&total=11&

start=0&num=10&so=0&type=search&plindex=0 

__________________________________ 

From: Gary S Gevisser  
Sent: Saturday, November 24, 2007 3:00 PM 
To: Adam L Tucker 
Cc: Danielle 
Subject: RE: I don't know what I am talking about! 
 

We were just talking about giving the viewer the “jukebox” choice. 

 

There is a female artist who plays the harp that is a must right now. Danielle sent us her CD and would 

know both her name and the song we are talking about. 

 

Ps – the mini “short-circuited” on us right after we left the theatre last night bearing in mind Marie 

watched “War of the World’s” the night I had my “collapsing buildings” dream and apparently this 

remake by SPIelberg has cars “blowing fuses” and standing still as ant looking Aliens take over. 

 

 

GG with his pet rock ant. 

 

 

Marie comment, “lots of speedboats on the ocean. Has to be rough. Catush. Catush” 

 

______________________________________ 

From: Adam L Tucker  
Sent: Saturday, November 24, 2007 2:04 PM 
To: 'Gary S Gevisser' 
Subject: RE: I don't know what I am talking about! 
 

I’ll let you know when she is on Myspace ☺ and when the juke box on just3ants is updated 
 

 
From: Gary S Gevisser  
Sent: Saturday, November 24, 2007 1:43 PM 



To: Adam Tucker - only son of divorced Mike and Merle Tucker 
Cc: rmarksart@san.rr.com 
Subject: I don't know what I am talking about! 
 

Adam – you are not going to necessarily know at first what Marie and I talking about. You might think 

like us “it is like talking to the birds”. 

 

Marie now commenting on the initial study Sebastian Capella did of her-pypeetoe’s portrait. 

 
 

“He made the study in the low key of chroma; the sand is grey but on just the left little strip he 

raised the chroma. He said, ‘ok I am trying this and this.’ Very interesting! Did u see all the 

difference in color all the way from the sand to the sky? He was testing the colors.” 



 

Adam, the point is when people say they are not interested to find out what is their interest and equally 

important have them articulate their level of interest to find out the depth of knowledge or lack thereof. 

 

My suggestion is to set up a space for Marie at MySpace 

 

Reading as follows or as you think: 

 

I am an artist. 

 

Sexy , beautiful and intelligent. What else do you want to know? 

 

I can’t type. Make it short. Let’s cut through the bs.  

 

Just go to jus3ants.com and tell me what you think. 

 

This is some of the things I am interested in apart from art. 

 

My age. Almost 50 [Insert photos starting out with her in her bathing suit – look on 

refrigerator see baby– ending with portrait] 



 



 





 



 



 



 
 

Marie now saying “I am not sure what it will accomplish if I don’t respond?!” 

 

Hard to tell with Marie at times whether she is being “instructive” or questioning my minority 

shareholding. 

 

More importantly, I couldn’t disagree more since just3ants.com is already speaking volumes about 

intelligent and unintelligent people contributing to just the 3 ants presence on the internet along with of 

course those on the $ hit List – Marie commenting earlier the Dollar sign on the homepage needs to be 

either bold or larger font.  

 

Marie now saying as I read back to her my response to her nonsense, “you are just trying to get your 

way with me again! My feet are cold. I am getting cold feet. That is the truth” 

 

I just felt her feet. She is telling the truth. 



 

Marie now commenting, “I think you have typing addiction” as she smiles and says, “you just cannot 

stop. Where is my cup of coffee? Go get my cup of coffee” as she smacks her lips “Wont it be good? I 

think this is where we should stop it”. 

 

Now as she punches me in the rib commenting, “You drain my brain!” 


